Effect of growth promotors on morphogenesis, photosynthetic apparatus, productivity and residual substances content in sweet pepper (Capsicum annuum) fruits
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Introduction

One of the important tasks of modern plant physiology is the search for new ways and means of increasing the productivity of cultivated plants, and improving the quality of their products (Singh et al., 2017). A condition for obtaining significant achievements in this direction is the optimization of plants’ genetic potential realization level together with the simultaneous minimization of influence of negative environmental factors during ontogenesis (Rai et al., 2017).

More effective and purposeful management of plant productivity is made possible by growth and development regulators, among which one of the earliest and most widely used in agricultural production is a group of promotors. By their nature, these substances are native phytohormones or their synthetic analogues. They have a wide range of effects on plants, and their use allows purposeful regulation of individual stages of plant growth and development in order to mobilize the potential capabilities of the plant organism, and above all to more fully use light energy for enhanced synthesis of organic substances with their subsequent redistribution to economically valuable tissues and organs (Aremu et al., 2017; Madzika-Munyarwana et al., 2017). It is known that action of physiologically active substances leads to the restructuring of the plant assimilation apparatus, to change in the habit, the weight ratio of its organs, the appearance of ad-
The effect of growth promotors is associated with the acceleration of cell division processes, stretching and differentiation with a simultaneous increase in the linear dimensions of plants (Arena et al., 2017; Madzikane-Mlungwana et al., 2017; Rai et al., 2017), the assimilation surface area (Ren et al., 2017), increasing of the chlorophyll content (Luo et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2017) and, as a result, activation of photosynthetic processes (Rai et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2017) and increasing plant productivity (Gonzatto et al., 2016; Khalid et al., 2016; Alexopoulos et al., 2017). In the scientific literature, there is enough information about the use of native and synthetic growth promotors in order to activate the production process through morphometric changes in cereal (Luo et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017), legume (Xing et al., 2016), oilseed (Froschle et al., 2017), vegetable (Tubis et al., 2016; Alexopoulos et al., 2017), technical (Rai et al., 2017), fruit (Li et al., 2016), medicinal and decorative (Arena et al., 2017; Madzikane-Mlungwana et al., 2017) cultures. Growth promotors also increase the resistance of agricultural crops to adverse abiotic and biotic environmental factors due to changes in the hormonal status, and activation of antioxidant systems in the plant organism (Morgan et al., 2019; Tubis et al., 2016; Xing et al., 2016).

Literary sources contain information on the use of gibberellins to regulate the growth, development and productivity of a number of cultivated plants. The effect of gibberellins is primarily associated with the activation of meristem tissues and, as a result, the formation of larger plants with a powerful assimilation apparatus and better potential opportunities for the formation of biological productivity (Alexopoulos et al., 2017). In addition, gibberellins delay senescence in leaves, and induce laying of more flowers on the plant. In particular, gibberelic acid (GA3) accelerated growth and elongation of stems and leaves, and increased plant fresh and dry weight and leaf area in wheat (Zhao et al., 2017). An increase in the dry weight of fruits and a decrease in their fresh weight were noted after the use of the GA on tangerine (Khalid et al., 2016). The use of GA on sugarcane plantations led to an increase in the linear dimensions of plants, the stems and number of internodes, the stem fresh weight and diameter, leaf area, leaf area index, net photosynthetic efficiency, and the photosynthetic period duration compared to the control. Such morphometric changes in plants caused an increase in the biological productivity of the crop (Rai et al., 2017).

Auxin growth promotors are quite diverse in terms of chemical structure, but with similar anatomical-morphological and physiological-biochemical effects on plants. There is information that synthetic auxin from the indolin group, indole-3-butycylic acid, enhanced the rooting of Eriocephalus africanaus seedlings (Madzikane-Mlungwana et al., 2017). Literature sources contain information on the use of halogen-containing derivatives of phenoxyacetic acid. In particular, treatment of tangerine plants with 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridyloxyacetic acid increased yield by increasing the size and weight of fruits without increasing their number (Gonzatto et al., 2016). An extremely active group of auxins are derivatives of naphthylcarboxylic acids and their salts. A number of researchers note the positive effect of 1-NAA on the growth, development and productivity of cultivated plants. For example, 1-NAA increased plant size and the length of wheat leaves, and the fresh and dry weight of the whole plant (Zhao et al., 2017). However, according to other data, the substance practically did not affect the morphometric parameters of Lachenalia montana (Arena et al., 2017).

Literary sources contain information on the use of synthetic regulators of cytokinin action in agricultural practice. Thus, phenylurea derivatives – thidiazuron and N-(2-chloro-4-pyridyl)-N-phenylurea increased the number of buds and flowering (Tubis et al., 2016). The most common representative of another group of cytokinins, N-oxide substituted pyridine, is 2,6-dimethylypyridine-1-oxide. The substance is widely used as a growth promotors in the cultivation of vegetable and industrial crops. In particular, the treatment of sunflower seeds with ivin increased the linear dimensions of the shoot and root, fresh weight of the whole plant, the content of chlorophylls a, b and carotenoids in leaves, increased the basket diameter, which could be a prerequisite for increasing the seeds yield (Tsygankova et al., 2023).

The most widely used group of synthetic cytokinins are analogues of natural purine cytokinins. The literature contains information on the use of 6-BAP on many agricultural crops. The substance inhibited the growth of young shoots in an apple tree, but enhanced the flowering of the plant (Li et al., 2016). The use of 6-BAP on maize had a positive effect on the leaf mesostructure, increased the number of chloroplasts and their chlorophyll content, and also increased the leaf area index and net photosynthetic efficiency. Such changes in the leaf apparatus had a positive effect on grain yield (Ren et al., 2017). Under the influence of 6-BAP an increase in chlorophyll content in wheat leaves and grain yield was also noticed (Luo et al., 2016). The productivity of Jatropha curcas increased after the application of 6-BAP and forchlorfenuron (Froschle et al., 2017).

There is information about changes in the indices of photosynthetic apparatus activity under the influence of growth promotors. In particular, 6-BAP significantly increased stomatal conductance, CO2 concentration in intercellular spaces, CO2 assimilation rate, photosynthetic activity of PSII in wheat leaves (Yang et al., 2017). Treatment of cucumber seedlings with the same substance increased the chlorophyll content, CO2 assimilation rate, stomatal conductance, and the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photosynthetic reactions (Fv/Fm) under shade conditions (Xiao-Tao et al., 2013). Another synthetic cytokinin, kinetin, at a rate of 10 mM increased Fv/Fm, as well as the rate of electron transport, coefficient of chlorophyll fluorescence photosynthetic quenching, and reduced the non-photosynthetic quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence in tomato leaves (Ahang et al., 2018). The same kinetin concentration in the treatment of eggplant seedlings increased the quantum efficiency of PSII and photosynthetic quenching (Singh & Prasad, 2014). Synthetic auxin (3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridyloxyacetic acid) at the rate of 15 mg/L reduced the quantum efficiency of PSII, the rate of linear electron transport during noncyclic photophosphorylation, and the photosynthetic processes rate in tangerine leaves during the first twenty days after treatment. After that, the efficiency of the plants’ assimilation system was restored to the previous level and even increased (Mesjoe et al., 2012).

Treatment of camellia plants with different GA3 concentrations (100, 200 and 300 mg/L) at the stage of generative bud formation increased the photosynthetic rate, chlorophyll content, and photosynthetic activity of PSII in the 1st and 6th leaves. The most effective dose of the substance was 100 mg/L. The photosynthetic CO2 assimilation rate positively correlated with the total chlorophyll content and fluorescence parameters in the 1st and 6th leaves (Wen et al., 2018). GA3 and 6-BAP significantly increased the photosynthetic activity in cotton plants under pre-sowing treatment of seeds and foliar treatment of plants. Growth promotors simultaneously improved crop productivity (Fang et al., 2018). The use of IAA and 6-BAP on Epipremnum aureum plants led to an increase in the CO2 assimilation rate in leaves and the net photosynthetic efficiency (Di Benedetto et al., 2015). Under the action of the substances, leaves thickened, and the relative share of the intracellular volume in the mesophyll layer increased. Treatment of tomatoes under controlled conditions with GA3 and 2-NAA increased the photosynthetic rate, the fresh weight of the whole plant, and enhanced the outflow of photosynthlates to generative organs (Starck et al., 1987). In other studies, IAA increased photosynthetic rate, transpiration rate, and dry weight of Zizania latifolia plants in contrast to the synthetic anti-auxin 2,3,5-triodobenzoic acid (Li et al., 2019).

The efficacy and load of growth promotors on the environment are largely dependent on soil and climatic conditions, species and variety peculiarities of plants, the development stage, and compliance with drug use regulations. Therefore, the search for optimal technologies for their application, taking into account the complex peculiarities of their action on various agricultural plants, is highly relevant. There is information in the literature on the toxicological characteristics of the growth promoting substances used in our study, as well as on the determination of their residual quantities in the soil, plant organs, and animal organisms. In particular, GA3 increased the yield of tomatoes by 24.7%, and improved the marketable appearance of the products: the fruits had the same size, shape and color. Residual amounts of GA3 in tomato fruits were determined using liquid tandem chromatography with a mass spectrometer. The samples were extracted with methanol acidified with 1% formic acid. The limits of detection and quantification of the substance in fruits were 0.01 and 0.05 mg/kg. The content of residual amounts of...
GA3 was significantly lower than the maximum permissible concentrations (Mandal et al., 2021). 6-BAP and GA3 were used on grape plantations in recommended and doubled doses in order to optimize productivity. Residual amounts of drugs were determined using liquid tandem chromatography with a mass spectrometer. The samples were extracted with methanol acidified with 1% formic acid. The limits of quantitative determination of the substance in fruits were 0.0025–0.008 μg/g. Determination of residual quantities was carried out on the 12th and 32nd day after treatment. The detected residual amounts do not exceed the maximum permissible concentrations (Ugarie et al., 2013).

Other researchers point to a rapid quantitative method for the determination of 6-BAP that has been developed using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Residual amounts of the substance were determined in seedlings of various cultures. The detection rate was 0.99 and the limit of detection was 2.1–3.7 ng/g and 6.3–11.1 ng/g, respectively. Monitoring of 126 bean sprout samples collected from local markets in China detected 6-BAP at 15–20 ng/g in three samples (Kim et al., 2016).

A rapid and practical method for high-performance liquid chromatography has been developed with a using NCSI-modified silica gel as a solid-phase extraction sorbent for the simultaneous determination of thiadiazuron, 1-NAA, dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and 6-BAP in fruits. High-performance liquid chromatography was performed on a Waters X Bridgel C18 column (inner diameter 250 × 4.6 mm, 5 μm) with a mobile phase of methanol:0.1% H3PO4 (55 : 45, v/v ). At a detection wavelength of 220 nm, the linearity of concentrations of growth promoters was obtained in the range from 0.1–5.0 μg/mL (Zhang et al., 2018). A simple and sensitive analytical method based on solid-phase extraction using liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry was developed to determine cytokinin 6-BAP in bean sprouts. The value of the relative standard deviation was less than 3.3% at enrichment levels of 20 and 40 ng/g (n = 5). The limit of detection and the limit of quantification were 2.1–3.7 ng/g and 6.3–11.1 ng/g, respectively. Monitoring of 126 bean sprout samples collected from local markets in China detected 6-BAP at 15–20 ng/g in three samples (Kim et al., 2016).

To assess the environmental safety of using growth substances, it is important to have information about their toxicological effects on plants, animals, fungi and bacteria. In particular, the potential side effects of 6-BAP on zebrafish in vivo at a rate of 0.2–250 mg/L were investigated. The results showed that when exposure was restricted to early life (4–36 h post-fertilization), cytokinin at a concentration of 20 mg/L induced early hatching, abnormal spontaneous movements, and premature hyperactivity in zebrafish embryos and larvae. With constant exposure to 6-BAP at a concentration of 0.2 mg/L, it caused hyperactive locomotion and transcription of genes related to neurogenesis and the endocrine system. Quantitative determination of the substance using liquid chromatography with a mass spectrometer showed that the bioaccumulation of 6-BAP in zebrafish increases under dose of 0.2 or 20 mg/L. This indicates that 6-BAP can accumulate in aquatic organisms and disrupt the neuroendocrine system. Accordingly, its effect at concentration of 0.2 mg/L increased the production of estradiol, that is, this substance is estrogenic. Therefore, induction of estrogenic effects through potential interactions with hormone receptors or disruption of downstream transcriptional signaling was a possible mechanism underlying 6-BAP toxicity (Gong et al., 2022).

It was shown that high doses of GA3 reduced the uterus size in female mice, caused the degeneration of ovarian follicles, and blood stagnation in vessels. Embryos exposed to GA3 had histopathological changes in the liver, kidneys, and skin tissues (Abu Amra et al., 2020). Other researchers studied the effect of native and synthetic auxins (IAA and 1-NAA) on the structure of membrane complexes of plant (Arabidopsis) and animal (white rat) organisms. It was revealed that auxins cause membrane destabilization, changes in morphology, reduce their condensation and weaken the interaction of molecules. The lipid part of membrane complexes underwent the most significant changes. Synthetic auxin 1-NAA had significant negative effects on rat hepatocyte membranes (Hac-Wydro & Flasinski, 2015). When white rats were orally administered IAA at a dose of 500 mg/kg for 14 days, a decrease in the red blood cells and hemoglobin content in them, which caused persistent anemia, leucopenia, and lymphopenia, was noted. At the same time, liver tests worse, the condition of the myocardium and skeletal muscles, the condition and functioning of the kidneys deteriorated, and the content of testosterone and gonadotropins in the blood serum of male white rats decreased (Ismail, 2022). The introduction of native phytohormones IAA and kinetin through water at a dose of 100 mg for 21 days caused a decrease in the activity of antioxidant and immune enzyme systems (Celik et al., 2006). IAA in a dose of 1 mM caused cytotoxic effects in neutrophils and lymphocytes of rats during 24 hours of exposure. The growth regulator led to the initiation of apoptotic processes in cells (Melo et al., 2004). Damage to liver morphology and functions, and oxidative stress was observed in rats when synthetic auxins 2-NAA and 4-CPA (4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid) were used at doses of 10 and 20 mg/kg (Ozkol & Celik, 2012). A decrease in antioxidant protection in rats also occurred when another auxin, indolylbutyric acid, was administered at doses of 25 and 50 ppm for 20 and 45 days (Topalca et al., 2009).

Therefore, the literature analysis showed that use of growth promoters optimizes growth of agricultural crops, and increases productivity due to beneficial changes in the plants’ leaf apparatus and photosynthetic processes. However systematic studies of the effect on growth rate, morphogenesis, leaf apparatus formation, and photosynthetic processes in sweet pepper plants under the action of different groups of growth promoters are practically absent in literary sources. The details of ecologically safe methods of application of native and synthetic growth promoters, as well as the determination of their residual quantities content in fruits of the Solanaceae family agricultural crops, also remain undetermined.

In connection with the above, the aim of work was to study the effect of growth promoters IAA, GA3 and 6-BAP on morphogenesis, leaf parameters, pigment content, indices of photosynthetic activity and productivity of sweet pepper Capsicum annuum L. plants, as well as determination of their residual amounts in fruits.

Materials and methods

Small-scale field experiments were conducted on the lands of the farm “Berzhan P. G.” village Gorbanivka, Vinnytsia district, Vinnytsia region in the growing seasons 2013–2017. Seedlings of the sweet pepper Antey variety were planted by the tape method according to the formula 80 × 50 + 50 × 25. The plots area was 32 m², the repetition was fivefold. Also, plants were grown under the conditions of a pot experiment in soil culture in 10 L opaque plastic pots (one plant per pot) under natural lighting. The soil was gray forest, podzolized, coarse-grained and medium loamy. The soil-sand mixture for filling pots was prepared in a ratio of 3:1. Soil moisture was maintained at the level of 60% FC throughout the growing season.

The plants were treated at the budding stage using a sprinker CO-12 “Marolex” (Poland) until the leaves were completely watered with a 0.005% solution of 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (1-NAA), a 0.005% solution of gibberellic acid (GA3) and 0.005% solution of 6-benzylaminopurine (6-BAP). Control plants were treated with tap water. Plant height, plants and leaves fresh and dry weight, leaves area were determined at the flowering and fruit formation stages on ten plants.

The leaf area was determined by the die cutting method (Latimer, 2010). The leaf anatomical analysis was carried out at the period of carpogenesis on the middle tier leaves, which had completely finished growing. The leaf material was stored in a mixture of ethyl alcohol, glycerin, and water (1:1:1) with addition of 1% formalin. The chlorophylla cells sizes were determined after partial maceration of leaf tissues by 5% solution of acetic acid in hydrochloric acid (2 mol/L). To determine the size of anatomical elements a MB-130 40×–1600× LED Mono microscope (SIGETA, Ukraine) with MOV-1.15× eyepiece micrometer was used. The repetition of measurements was thirty-five.

The photosynthesis, photo- and dark respiration rates were recorded under controlled conditions on a facility with the infrared gas analyzer GIAM-5M (RF), switched on differential scheme. The intact middle tier

leaves were placed in a temperature-controlled chamber (25 °C) and illuminated with a TA-1150 W LED spotlight with color temperature of 5200 K. The illumination at the chamber level was 1500 μmol/(m² s). The detector was mass-selective, the temperature of the interface – 280 °C; ionization by electron impact, the temperature of the ion source – 280 °C. Sample – 5.0 μL, automatic input. Full ion current chromatograms were registered (m/z = 50–550). Mass chromatograms were analyzed using LabSolutions software and the NIST14.lib mass spectral database.

The percentage content of the analyzing substance was calculated according to the formula:

\[ \omega = \frac{(c/r) \times (s/p) \times 100%}{n} \]

where \(c\) – concentration of the analyzing substance (%), \(r\) – concentration of the solution of the analyzing substance standard sample (mg/cm²), \(s\) – the ratio of the analyzing substance weight to the volume of the extractant (mg/cm²), \(p\) – the peak area of the standard sample of the analyzing substance (c.u.).

The mass of the analyzing substance in the test sample was calculated according to the formula:

\[ m = (\omega \times n)100\% \]

where \(m\) – the mass of the analyzing substance in the test sample (g), \(\omega\) – percentage content of the analyzing substance (%), \(n\) – the mass of the test sample (g).

The results obtained were processed statistically with the Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft Inc., USA) computer program. Univariate analysis of variance was used (differences between mean values were calculated by ANOVA with Bonferroni’s correction, they were considered significant at P < 0.05) (Van Emden, 2008).

Results

Foliar treatment of sweet pepper at the budding stage with aqueous solutions of 1 NAA, GA3 and 6-BAP affected the linear growth of plants. GA3 reliably increased the height of pepper plants at the flowering and fruit formation stages by 24% and 18%, respectively (Table 1). The main source of plastic substances in a plant is the leaves, so it is important to study the effect of growth promotors on the plants’ leaf apparatus. It was revealed that 1-NAA, GA3, and 6-BAP increased the leaves’ number on the plant by 19–38%, the leaves’ fresh weight – by 19–34%, and the leaves dry weight – by 17–36% (Table 1).

One of the main parameters that affect the yield of agricultural crops is the leaf area on an individual plant and the leaf area index. It was found that these parameters under the treatment of 1-NAA increased at the flowering and fruiting stages by 24% and 32%, after the application of GA3 – by 19% and 24%, and under the action of 6-BAP – by 19% and 12%, respectively (Table 1). The specific leaf weight indicates its provision with structural elements involved in photosynthetic processes on a leaf surface unit, and indirectly related to the leaf lamina’s thickness. The results of our research show that all growth promotors tend to increase this index or did not change it. The highest value of the specific leaf weight was noticed at the stage of fruit formation under the treatment with 6-BAP (raise by 13% compared to control) (Table 1).

These results are to a certain extent consistent with the data of analysis of leaf lamina mesostructure (Table 2). It was revealed that treatment of plants with growth promotors 1-NAA, GA3 and 6-BAP increased the thickness of chloroemery by 5%, 23% and 13%, respectively. At the same time, the thickness of the upper and lower epidermis increased significantly only under the use of GA3. It was found that growth regulators GA3 and 6-BAP increased the volume of columnar parenchyma cells by 34% and 16%, respectively. An increase in the length and width of spongy parenchyma cells was also noticed. These indices increased most significantly under treatment with 1-NAA (by 34% and 39%), and under GA3 – by 20% and 30%, respectively.
It was established that only under the action of 6-BAP (by 10%) there was a significant increase in the amount of chlorophylls (a + b) in sweet pepper leaves. Under GA3 treatment, the pigments content tended to decrease, and under 1-NAA, it tended to increase (Table 1). The plants' chlorophyll index under 6-BAP treatment significantly increased (by 30%) at the fruit formation stage. Under the GA3 treatment, this index decreased significantly (by 14%) at the flowering stage, and tended to decrease at the fruit formation stage. In other treatments, the tendency to increase of this cenotic index was observed (Table 1).

Gas exchange processes in the leaves are important parameters of plants' photosynthetic apparatus activity. The data of measuring the gas exchange parameters of sweet pepper leaves indicate that 1-NAA significantly (by 36%) increased the net photosynthetic rate at the flowering stage, while under the action of 6-BAP only a tendency to increase of this index was observed (Table 3). At the same time, at the beginning of fruit formation stage under the influence of all growth promoters, except for GA3, a steady trend towards an increase in the photosynthetic rate was observed. GA3 during both stages of vegetation significantly reduced CO2 assimilation (by 21% and 43%).

At the flowering stage and at the beginning of fruit formation stage, 1-NAA simultaneously with the intensification of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation increased the photosynthetic rate (Table 3). Under GA3 treatment, photosynthesis decreased (by 35%) simultaneously with a decrease in the photosynthetic rate at the fruit formation stage. At the fruit formation stage, an increase up to 30% in the dark respiration rate under the influence of all growth promotors was observed (Table 3).

The treatment of sweet pepper plants with growth promotors also affected the transpiration rate. 1-NAA and GA3 significantly reduced this index during both investigated stages of ontogenesis (by 37% and 28%, and 37% and 40%, respectively), and after the application of 6-BAP it tended to increase during flowering and to decrease during the fruit formation stage (Table 3).

Important indices of the photosynthesis efficiency are the parameters of the Kautsky curve, which characterize the level of chlorophyll fluorescence, light photosynthetic reaction rate, the photochemical and non-photochemical fluorescence quenching rate, the PSII efficiency and quantum yield, the electron transport rate in photosystems. The results of our research show that growth promotors changed these parameters (Table 4). At the flowering stage GA3 and 6-BAP decreased minimal fluorescence (F0) level, and 1-NAA did not change it. At the fruit formation stage GA3 increased it, and other substrates did not affect this parameter. At the flowering stage, 1-NAA, and during both vegetation stages, GA3 increased the fluorescence level at the time of reaching a temporary slowdown in its increase (Fv), the steady-state terminal fluorescence (Fm), and the maximal fluorescence level (Fv) compared to the control. Under treatment with 6-BAP, the Fv, Fm and F0 indices did not differ significantly from the control. The level of variable fluorescence (Fv) under GA3 treatment significantly exceeded the control both at the flowering stage (by 2.7 times) and at the fruiting stage (by 1.6 times). When using 1-NAA and 6-BAP, Fv increased reliably only at the flowering stage – by 50% and 34%, respectively.

The maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemical reactions (Kl) is the most important parameter of the chlorophyll fluorescence induction. It characterizes the efficiency of plants' photosynthetic apparatus.
with optimal value about 0.83. A significant increase in the Kt occurred at the flowering stage under GA3 (by 43%) and 6-BAP (by 25%) treatment. In other treatments, a tendency towards an increase in this index was mainly observed.

The coefficient of chlorophyll fluorescence decay (Kg), which correlates with CO2 assimilation rate, significantly exceeded the control after treatment with 6-BAP and 1-NAA both at the flowering (by 88% and 98%, respectively) and fruit formation stages (by 55% and 65%). Under the influence of GA3, Kg tended to increase at the fruit formation stage.

The rate of linear electron transport (Kt) indicates the activity of photosynthetic processes in the leaf. It was found that Kt increased reliably under the treatment of 1-NAA (by 55%) and 6-BAP (by 51%) at flowering, and tended to increase at fruiting stage. Under the action of GA3, this index did not change significantly compared to the control.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>1-NAA</th>
<th>GA3</th>
<th>6-BAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimal fluorescence (relative units) (F0)</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of fluorescence at the time of reaching a temporary slowdown in its increase (Fm)</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum fluorescence (relative units), which is proportional to the total amount of chlorophyll (Fv)</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steady-state terminal fluorescence (relative units), which is defined by the dynamic balance of photosynthetic processes (Fv/Fm)</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable fluorescence—the level of which characterizes the activity of primary photosynthetic processes in PSI (Fv' = Fv – F0)</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum quantum efficiency of PSI photosynthetic processes (index of the photosynthesis light phase overall efficiency) (Kf = Fm – Fv/Fm)</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of the PSI reaction centers fraction that do not reduce QB acceptor (Kn = Fv’/Fv)</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The index of the PSI reaction centers fraction that do not reduce QB acceptor (Kn)</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The coefficient of chlorophyll fluorescence decay, which correlates with CO2 assimilation rate (Kn = Fv/Fm)</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The actual quantum efficiency of PSI photochemistry, which characterizes the rate of linear electron transport (Kf = Fm/Fv)</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The coefficient of chlorophyll fluorescence photochemical quenching, which characterizes the share of PSI open reaction centers (Kq = Fv/Fm)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of foliar treatment at the budding stage with growth promoting substances on chlorophyll fluorescence parameters in leaves of Capsicum annuum L. cv. Antey</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>1-NAA</th>
<th>GA3</th>
<th>6-BAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plant dry weight, g</td>
<td>61 ± 1.0</td>
<td>72 ± 1.0</td>
<td>80 ± 1.0</td>
<td>88 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net photosynthetic efficiency, g/m²·day</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

The plant functioning as a source-sink self-regulating system depends on a number of exogenous and endogenous factors, among which regulation by native hormones and their synthetic analogs or modifiers is quite significant, since changes in growth, physiological and biochemical processes determine the restructuring of the entire plant organism (Sausa & Kúřátková, 2011). Stimulation of growth and development processes is associated with mobilization of plant genetic potential, and the directing of assimilative resources to increase biological productivity, in contrast to the effects caused by growth inhibitors, although the action of the latter, as is known, can also be accompanied by an increase in yield due to the redistribution of plant substances between plant organs.
Our earlier works in small-scale field experiments with eggplant (Rogach et al., 2020) showed an increase of spongy parenchyma cells size and the volume of columnar parenchyma cells under the influence of growth promotors, which created prerequisites for increasing the photosynthetic performance of the plant. This manifested in an increase in the number and size of mesophyll cells in all treatments, and the size of spongy cells, as well as the volume of columnar parenchyma cells. Such effect of growth promotors on the mesostructure of sweet pepper leaf laminas can be attributed to the increased supply by assimilates, primarily carbohydrates, which are the main substrate of respiratory processes. The relative increase in the dark respiration rate under the influence of growth promotors both at the flowering and fruit formation stages indirectly confirms this suggestion. The fact that high indices of the plant’s biological productivity were accompanied with high photo- and dark respiration rate also attracted attention.

A significant increase in the linear size of pepper plants was observed only when GA3 was applied. Other growth promotors did not noticeably change plant height. Similar morphological effects after treatment with this growth substance were revealed on eggplant (Rogach et al., 2020) and tomato (Rogach et al., 2022; Rohach et al., 2023).

The main source of assimilates in the plant is the leaf. It changes in the structure and functioning of the leaf apparatus as a source of plastic substrates that are key in the plant’s “performance.” Increased activity of all types of meristematic tissues under the influence of growth promotors contributed to the formation of larger plant (Arenu et al., 2017; Madzirakane-Mlungwana et al., 2017), in which a more powerful leaf apparatus was formed accordingly (Rogach et al., 2017). The laying of more leaves under the influence of growth promotors, and the increase in their area and fresh and dry weight led to the activation of photosynthetic processes, and strengthened the source function of the leaf. Similar changes in the leaf apparatus structure under the influence of gibberellins and cytokinins were noted by other researchers (Madzirakane-Mlungwana et al., 2017; Rai et al., 2017).

A separate direction of influence of growth promotors is the leaf mesostructural organization. The mitotic activity strengthening under the action of these substances contributed to the thickening of leaf laminas due to the growth of assimilation tissue. This manifested in an increase in the number of mesophyll cells in all treatments, and the size of spongy cells, as well as the volume of columnar parenchyma cells. Such effect of growth promotors on the mesostructure of sweet pepper leaf laminas can create prerequisites for increasing the photosynthetic performance of the culture. The thickening of leaves due to the growth of chlorenchyma, the increasing of spongy parenchyma cells size and the volume of columnar parenchyma cells under the influence of growth promotors was noted in our earlier works in small-scale field experiments with eggplant (Rogach et al., 2017), and in pot experiments with sweet pepper (Rogach et al., 2021). Optimizing the anatomical-morphological and mesostructural characteristics of the leaf apparatus after treatment with growth promotors, as expected, resulted in positive changes in photosynthetic processes in the plant.

A significant intensification of photosynthesis under 1-NAA treatment and a tendency to its increase under 6-BAP treatment enhanced photosynthesis (Table 3). A decrease in the photosynthetic rate under GA3 treatment led to a decrease in photospiration. This can be explained by the fact that CO2 uptake due to photosynthetic assimilation and its release from the leaves due to photospiration are manifestations of the Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase and oxygenase activity. In addition to this, the above results show that treatment of pepper plants with growth promotors in most cases increased the photosynthetic apparatus capacity at all levels of plant organism. This should have increased its supply by assimilates, primarily carbohydrates, which are the main substrate of respiratory processes. The relative increase in the dark respiration rate under the influence of growth promotors both at the flowering and fruit formation stages indirectly confirms this suggestion. The fact that high indices of the plant’s biological productivity were accompanied with high photo- and dark respiration rate also attracts attention.

A decrease in the transpiration rate against the background of an increase in the photosynthesis means an increase in the water use efficiency, which is also an important index of optimizing the plant’s production process. The influence of growth promotors on the photosynthetic apparatus also manifested itself at the level of chloroplast thylakoids, as evidenced by the changes in fluorescence induction parameters. Under the influence of all substances, most of the important indices characterizing the PSII photosynthetic activity significantly increased, tended to increase, or at the very least did not decrease compared to the control. At the same time, the KI index, which characterizes the relative number of inactive reaction centers, tended to decrease or did not change reliably compared to the control. This can indicate the enhancement of using the potential capabilities of the sweet pepper photosynthetic apparatus under treatment with growth promotors.

The net photosynthetic efficiency, which largely depends on the total leaf surface area, the leaves’ functional state, and the demand for assimilates from the attractive centers, is an integral index of the photosynthetic apparatus activity (Stasik & Kiriziy, 2011). The higher values of this parameter were revealed under GA3 and 6-BAP treatment, which clearly match with the higher yield of the sweet pepper culture.

The analysis of dry weight ratio of whole plant organs shows that during the stage of fruit formation – the main sink of assimilates in plants, their share increased under the action of growth promotors. At the same time, the mass share of assimilates sources – leaves, at this stage of ontogenesis, practically did not change, while the share of another powerful sink – stems, tended to decrease. Enhanced accumulation of dry matter by plants, and a tendency towards an increase in the net photosynthetic effi-
ciency after the application of growth promotors were earlier noted by us (Rogach et al., 2022; Rohach et al., 2023) and other researchers (Rai et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2017). Growth promotors contributed to the initiation of a greater number of fruits.

Conclusions

Thus, treatment of *Capsicum annuum* L. cv. Anticy with growth promotors – 0.005% 1 naphthaleneacetic acid (1-NAA), 0.005% gibberellic acid (GA3), and 0.005% 6-benzylaminopurine (6-BAP) solutions at the budding stage changed the plants’ morphogenesis, structure and functioning of photosynthetic apparatus, and increased the crop productivity. The plants’ linear dimensions increased under GA3 treatment. 1-NAA, GA3, 6-BAP increased the number of leaves per plant, fresh and dry leaf weight, leaf surface area, and plantation leaf area index. 6-BAP increased the leaf specific weight. All growth promotors thickened leaf laminae due to the growth of assimilating parenchyma cells. Under the influence of GA3 and 6-BAP, the volume of columnar parenchyma cells enlarged, and after the 1-NAA and GA3 treatment, the spongy parenchyma cell size increased. 6-BAP increased the amount of total chlorophyll in leaves, while GA3 decreased it. The plants’ chlorophyll index under treatment with 6-BAP increased, and after the application of GA3 decreased.

The whole plant fresh weight increased after treatment with all growth promotors. The net photosynthetic efficiency exceeded the control at the fruit formation stage after 6-BAP treatment. Under the influence of 1-NAA and 6-BAP, the net CO2 assimilation rate increased, and under GA3 treatment, it decreased compared to the control. GA3 reduced photosynthesis and transpiration. 6-BAP increased transpiration, and 1-NAA decreased it. All substances tended to increase dark respiration.

GA3 and 6-BAP reliably increased the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII 1-NAA and 6-BAP increased the rate of linear electron transport. The chlorophyll fluorescence photochemical quenching significantly increased at flowering after the application of 1-NAA, and tended to increase at the fruit formation stage under the treatment with 1-NAA and 6-BAP. Under GA3 treatment, this index was significantly reduced at flowering. The fraction of PSII inactive reaction centers (that do not reduce QB acceptor) did not change under the 1-NAA and GA3 treatment, and tended to decrease after the 6-BAP application.

The treatment with all three growth promotors significantly increased fruit yield. The residual amounts of 1-NAA and 6 BAP in ripe fruits did not exceed the maximum permissible. Thus, anatomical-physiological changes in sweet pepper plants under the action of growth promoting substances resulted in the increase in the rate of growth processes, leaf weight and area, the gain of photosynthesis and transpiration. 6-BAP increased transpiration, and 1-NAA decreased it. All substances tended to increase dark respiration.

The whole plant fresh weight increased after treatment with all growth promotors. The net photosynthetic efficiency exceeded the control at the fruit formation stage after 6-BAP treatment. Under the influence of 1-NAA and 6-BAP, the net CO2 assimilation rate increased, and under GA3 treatment, it decreased compared to the control. GA3 reduced photosynthesis and transpiration. 6-BAP increased transpiration, and 1-NAA decreased it. All substances tended to increase dark respiration.

GA3 and 6-BAP reliably increased the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII 1-NAA and 6-BAP increased the rate of linear electron transport. The chlorophyll fluorescence photochemical quenching significantly increased at flowering after the application of 1-NAA, and tended to increase at the fruit formation stage under the treatment with 1-NAA and 6-BAP. Under GA3 treatment, this index was significantly reduced at flowering. The fraction of PSII inactive reaction centers (that do not reduce QB acceptor) did not change under the 1-NAA and GA3 treatment, and tended to decrease after the 6-BAP application.

The treatment with all three growth promotors significantly increased fruit yield. The residual amounts of 1-NAA and 6 BAP in ripe fruits did not exceed the maximum permissible. Thus, anatomical-physiological changes in sweet pepper plants under the action of growth promoting substances resulted in the increase in the rate of growth processes, leaf weight and area, the gain of photosynthesis and transpiration. 6-BAP increased transpiration, and 1-NAA decreased it. All substances tended to increase dark respiration.

The whole plant fresh weight increased after treatment with all growth promotors. The net photosynthetic efficiency exceeded the control at the fruit formation stage after 6-BAP treatment. Under the influence of 1-NAA and 6-BAP, the net CO2 assimilation rate increased, and under GA3 treatment, it decreased compared to the control. GA3 reduced photosynthesis and transpiration. 6-BAP increased transpiration, and 1-NAA decreased it. All substances tended to increase dark respiration.

The whole plant fresh weight increased after treatment with all growth promotors. The net photosynthetic efficiency exceeded the control at the fruit formation stage after 6-BAP treatment. Under the influence of 1-NAA and 6-BAP, the net CO2 assimilation rate increased, and under GA3 treatment, it decreased compared to the control. GA3 reduced photosynthesis and transpiration. 6-BAP increased transpiration, and 1-NAA decreased it. All substances tended to increase dark respiration.
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